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The HBCC Charity Choice for 2014: Hospice Dufferin

Technical Corner:

Flex Lines and How They
Impact Your Brakes
by Dorien Berteletti

I thought I would pass on some
information on brakes. I am
thinking of that pedal that on
modern cars sits 1/2 way between
the clutch and the gas.
Ever wonder why sometimes
you feel the brakes are sticking
and or dragging? Fading due to
overheating?
There can be a number of reasons
tied to the calipers, wheel cylinders
and master cylinder.
continued on page 2
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My fellow executive members and I share
the concern, that many of you have,
that we ensure our donation dollars go
completely to the causes we support. It is
also important that we understand how
those donation dollars are allocated. To
that end, the HBCC Executive is very
careful about the charity we choose each
year.

community experiencing a life-threatening
illness or bereavement.
This past year, Hospice has helped 204
palliative clients and participated in 118
bereavements as well as helped 33 people
with in-house programs.
This is mainly accomplished by volunteers
who visit clients in their home, hospital or
long-term care facility.

I am pleased to announce that after
careful deliberation, the HBCC Executive These volunteers work tirelessly to provide
support to families and to give them
has selected Hospice Dufferin for this
much needed breaks. They facilitate social
year’s charity.
and educational groups. Most importantly
Currently the hospice receives 40%
of all they fundraise to keep the Hospice
funding from government and it has
Dufferin doors open to families in need.
to raise the other 60% of their funds
I can’t think of a more noble cause for the
on their own. They have three paid
HBCC to support for 2014.
employees and 90 volunteers which
include their board of directors.
			Peter Pontsa
Since 1984, Hospice Dufferin has been
providing support for individuals in our

* To learn more about Hospice Dufferin,
visit http://hospicedufferin.com/

Planning for Your Road Trip
I was quite interested in an article by Iain
Ayre of Vancouver as he prepared for the
“Spring Thaw” rally. This rally runs about
1,000 miles around the mountains of
British Columbia.

by Tom Hodgson
If the brake fluid is old and brown,
change it by drawing in new fluid. There
is little need to abuse the system when
changing fluid. If the oil is being changed
remember to use the grades with zinc
and molybdenum additives. The modern
oils do not work well with mechanical
tappets. Change the oil filter if changing
the oil and also examine the air filter at
this time.

He started with a reasonably good vehicle.
He had tried to use it as a rental car a
few years ago. In our Club we have more
than once talked about what kind of spare
parts and tools to carry with us anytime,
so his ideas might help.
Most breakdowns are either due to the
cooling system, lack of fuel or electrical
He is very wary of the quality of
problems, so these are the areas we need
replacement parts that are currently
to examine carefully.
available for our classics. I have seen that
myself on some ignition parts that failed
while quite new. So his first bit of advice
is to prepare early and run the car a while
after fixing before taking it out on a long
run. Something we are quite likely to miss
as we seem to get ready the day before
most events.

Some things are so obvious we neglect
continued on page 3
them, for example, check all fluid levels.
visit our website at www.headwatersbritishcarclub.org
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Sharing Our Adventures: The 1995 Mille Miglia Remembered by Ron Pincoe
As many of you no doubt know, besides
our great love for Triumphs, Hilda and
I have also enjoyed and owned Ferraris.
One of the most memorable times I recall
with great fondness, was the once in a
lifetime experience attending the 1995
Mille Miglia. This event commemorated
the 40th anniversary of Stirling Moss’
1955 win, while driving the Mercedes
Benz 300 SLR. The article that follows
was originally published in Northern
Prancer, the magazine for the East and
Central Canada region of the Ferrari
Club of America. Later, this same article
was published in the September 2003
issue of Ragtop, the magazine for the
Toronto Triumph Club.

It all began quite simply. We were going
to the FCA National Event in Ohio.
The registration forms had been sent
in; the hotel room had been reserved:
all that was left to do was to figure out
how to get a week’s worth of whatever
into the 308 GTS. It was at that point

that my friend Jake called with the idea
of going to the Mille Miglia in Brescia
Italy, instead of the FCA National.
There was a travel agent in Montreal
who was offering a very attractive airfare

most importantly, to see the start of the
Mille Miglia. Our spouses, Hilda and
Sandy, also approved this alternative
enthusiastically.
		
Brescia is a beautiful city of about
200,000 people situated in the north
of Italy, not far from Milano. It is a
pleasant blend of Modern architecture
and roadways with centuries old
buildings and narrow cobblestone
streets, as found inside the old city

1955 Mille Miglia: Stirling Moss in the
Mercedes Benz 300 SLR. Photo from
1995 Mille Miglia Press Kit.

from Mirabel to Basil Switzerland
from the 15th to the 23rd of May.
This would allow plenty of time, we
June 1995: Stirling Moss in the same Mercedes
figured, to tour around the Alps, take in 			
Benz 300 SLR, still wearing 722 		
		
continued on page 4
a couple of automobile museums and

Technical Corner: Flex Lines and How They Impact Your Brakes ... continued from page 1

sure all the little ducks are in a row.
coming to a stop at a light, or stop
sign. Obviously their brakes are keeping You stop behind him, and then you start
them from proceeding.
rolling back! You press harder on the
brake pedal and nothing; you end up
If
your
flex
lines
are
old,
then
they
need
Most manufacturers suggest changing
rolling into Jean-Louis driving his MG
them every 10 years....some much more to be replaced sooner than later.
who had stopped behind you. Four letter
frequently. How old are the ones on
Too cold to work in the garage? You
words in French can be heard and much
your car? Many of you may not know
can still order the parts, read up on
general excitement from the rest of the
and many may have to admit that it is bleeding, and generally get ready for
group.
well over 15 years...maybe 20?
Spring. If your wife helps with the
Externally they may look nice and with pedal pumping, it helps if she does not Who do you blame? The brakes were
pump the clutch pedal whilst you bleed perfect before and subsequent inspection
no obvious defects. Internally, with
shows them to be fine. Flex lines,
the brakes..... .
time, they start to collapse and when
hydraulics ++ are as new. Being caught
you step on the brake pedal, ( the one
Speaking of brakes, I am giving you
between two MGs?...well maybe, but only
in the middle) the fluid moves to the
this quiz:
in a very small way.
wheels and slows/stops the car.
Ok I have given you all the clues...
When you release the pedal, the
and this is not a trick question.
fluid should rush back, but in a
collapsed line it oozes back slowly,
Please send your answers to our
keeping residual pressure in the
editor, Angela van Breemen
line. This leaves the brakes partially
through our website at www.
on, causing dragging, overheating
headwatersbritishcarclub.org
brakes and loss of performance.
The answer to the quiz will be
Face it...you could be overtaken by
announced at the General Meeting in
a Pacific Rim import !!
You are driving your “new toy” a post
May and will also be published in the
I suspect that there are a few members war Bentley 4 speed on one of our runs.
next issue of British Driven.
Bill Tully, who is in the lead, driving an
with dragging brakes as I note a
Dorien Berteletti
MGB, stops on the crest of a hill to make
“slowness” in getting going after
What is often overlooked are the 3 flex
lines that connect the metal lines from
the frame to the wheels.
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Inventions: Did You Know? Automotive Inventions by Women

by Ed Taccone

This month I am dedicating this
special column to salute our women
for their important roll in the past
and present society, as very special
people contributing a vast amount of
knowledge technical or otherwise.

the way of royalties from her invention.
The windshield wipers became standard
equipment on all American cars by
1916 and even today, windshield wipers
operate on the same basic design that
Anderson created.

Many people may be unaware, that
a surprising number of women were
involved in the development of the
automobile, as we know it. Indeed,
some of the most common parts of the
modern car were first patented by female
inventors. It is unfortunate that some
of their wonderful achievements are
forgotten or ignored.

In 1917, windshield wipers were
improved upon by another lady,
Charlotte Bridgewood who invented
and patented the first automatic
windshield wipers called the “Electric
Storm Windshield Cleaner.” Both
In 1965 she was part of a team
these women were instrumental in the
development of the modern windshield attempting to find a fiber that was
wipers, keeping us safer in poor weather. strong enough yet also suitably
lightweight for use in tires. Kwolek
noticed that the polymers she was
The Turn Signal
Florence Lawrence working with at the time formed liquid
crystals which could be spun into fibre.
was a Canadian
silent film actress
who starred in over In tests with tires it was found that
these polymers, later named “Kevlar,”
300 films, and
would not break in situations where
is often referred
nylon would.
to as “The First
Movie Star.” She is This high strength
perhaps best known material was first
for her appearances commercially used
in films such as
in the early 1970s
“The Curtain
as a replacement
Pole,” “The Lonely for steel in racing
Villa” and “The
tires.
Automobile Thief.”
I hope you
What many do not realize today, is that all have enjoyed reading about four
she was also the inventor of what is now of the many special women and
recognized as the first turn signal, which their inventions which have made a
she called the “auto signalling arm.”
tremendous difference to our modern
world today. Stay tuned for more great
It consisted of a button the driver
inventions in our May Newsletter.
could press which raised or lowered an 		
arm at the back of the car indicating
			Ed Taccone

In recent years women have also been
more actively participating in science
than ever before. Therefore, without
further ado my three choices for
important inventions are:
The Windshield Wiper
Born in green county, Alabama, Mary
Anderson was a real estate developer
by trade. However, on a business trip
to New York in 1902 she noticed that
during sleet storms trolley car operators
drove with their heads poking out the
side window because they could not see
through the windshield.
Upon returning to Alabama she
invented a device consisting of a lever
with a rubber blade attached that could
be cranked from within the vehicle.
Anderson was only granted a 17 year
patent on the invention, meaning her
rights to it expired before the mass
production in the automotive industry
began. As a result, she received little in

Planning for Your Road Trip

The antifreeze should be clear with no
oil mixed in it. Many of the older cars
do not have an expansion tank but a
small bottle
can be fitted
quite easily.
Check the
hoses and
radiator for
any signs
of leaking.
Examine the
radiator hoses
Page 3 HBCC Newsletter April 2014

continued from page 1

for swelling or cuts. Replace them
when in doubt.
It is well worth changing the gas filter;
it is simple to do, so why take the risk?
It is a good practice to check the fuel
pump output. Removing the hose from
the carbs. allows gas to be collected in
a container. The flow should be strong.
Far more than needed at any time.

which direction he intended to turn.
Unfortunately, Lawrence did not patent
her invention.
Kevlar Tires
Stephanie Kwolek is a Polish American
inventor born in New Kensington,
Pennsylvania. Although she originally
intended to pursue a career in medicine,
Kwolek began working for the chemical
company DuPont in 1946.

grades as some of our cars use engine oil
rather than heavy grades in the gearbox.
Grease all fittings . Remember the two
in the middle of the brake cables as
they are very useful in preventing cable
failure. Adjust the handbrake if needed.
Check that the fan-belt is correctly
tensioned and not showing heavy wear
or damage. Now is the time to clean
the spark plugs, check the leads and set
the contact- breaker points .

Top up the gearbox oil (very difficult to
reach on the MGB) and the differential
		
continued on page 5
in the real axle. Use the recommended
visit our website at www.headwatersbritishcarclub.org
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Sharing Our Adventures: The 1995 Mille Miglia Remembered

walls. The city’s history dates back as
far as 225 BC when “Brixia” as it was
known, was given the title of Colonia
Augusta Civica by Caesar Augustus.

hot hors d’oeuvres and sipping wine,
compliments of the events sponsors.

continued from page 2

It took me all of two seconds to
recognize this was - Enzo Ferrari’s First
Car. Marcel Massini, the noted Ferrari
My personal interest in pre war race
cars, leans towards Alfa Romeo and the Historian confirmed to us later that
day, that this indeed was one of the two
legendary 6C 1500 and 1750 Zagato
As accredited members of the media,
TIPO 815s built by Ferrari in 1940.
we were privileged to have access to the sports cars made famous by Scuderia
Ferrari. Perhaps the greatest tribute
check in and technical inspection area
at the Piazza Vittoria. This is where all to the lasting beauty and purposeful
aggressiveness of these cars is that most
340 cars running in the event would
of them appeared unrestored. More
pass through, giving us the best
possible opportunity to mix in with the than one of the Alfas was still proudly
displaying its yellow Scuderia Ferrari
shield though somewhat faded over the
years.
While I was on my knees
conscientiously photographing the
emblem and Alfa Romeo script on
one of these cars, I became aware of
another car driving up behind me.
When the bumper gently touched me
on the behind, I wheeled around to see
what and who was responsible for this
Enzo Ferrari’s first car - one of only two Auto
discourteous act. What faced me was
Avio 1940 TIPO 815s, built by Ferrari himself.
cars and the owners. Another benefit of a large oval grille filled with diamond
holding a press pass is that you can take shaped mesh and a small rectangular
badge over the number 815.
all of this in while nibbling on caviar,

More on So What is My “LBC” Worth?

The following are a few questions that
I had received asking for clarification
regarding the condition ratings as
presented in the article; So What Is My
“LBC” Worth, published in the January/
February issue of British Driven.
Q. Are these categories broken down
further? For example is there a rating
within each condition level?
A. A distinction must be made here
between the condition levels at auction
and condition levels at major concours
events. I have seen auction ratings of a
car described as, say, condition 2+ or
2- to better facilitate a sale. The major
concours events however have very strict
guidelines and will usually stick to the
letter.
Some clubs that I have been involved
with will adapt the guidelines to better
reflect their own members use of their
cars. For example, points would not be
deducted for minor stone chips.
Page 4 HBCC Newsletter April 2014

“So just how long does it take a couple of ladies
to buy a pair of shoes? We’ll just wait here and
lean on this Jaguar “C” Type
and Ferrari 275 MM.”

This particular car is the one that Ascari
and Minozzi pushed to a 33 minute
lead in the 1940 version of the Mille
Miglia, until forced to retire with a
broken timing chain. 		
		
		
continued on page 5

by Ron Pincoe

A. Any purchased part should be
acceptable for any condition level as
long as the appearance and function
are the same as the original. When a
car undergoes a restoration many parts
may have to be fabricated if NOS or
replacement parts are not available and
Q. What effect does major engine or
this should not detract from the cars
transmission repair have on cars in the judging value.
condition 2 or 3 levels?
A. Major mechanical work is to be
I put this article together originally to
expected and should have no effect on
give us an idea of how condition and
judging. Any work however must be
valuation works, and perhaps to see how
to bring the car back to original. No
our own cars may fit into the scheme of
additional carburetors for instance, or
things.
replacing a four speed transmission with
a five speed. This type of mechanical
If our own club should ever consider
work however could possibly be an asset holding a judged event we would be
when evaluating a car for sale. These
quite free to set our own guidelines.
types of modifications would normally Many clubs are shying away from
be noted by an auctioneer when
judged events and are moving towards
presenting the car.
the more popular “peoples choice” type
of event which is a more sociable way of
Q. Would replacement parts from a
honouring exceptional vehicles.		
supplier like Moss Motors limit a car
Ron Pincoe
to condition 4 or lower?
visit our website at www.headwatersbritishcarclub.org
Q. How does the system deal with a
professional restoration?
A. Restoration of older vehicles is to be
expected and would place them into
condition 1 or 2 depending on the
quality of the restoration work.
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Planning for Your Road Trip ...continued from page 3
Remove the wheels and look closely at
the brake pads and shoes for wear and
fluid leaks. Clean and repair as needed.
While the wheels are off examine the
tires both inside and out for damage
such as cuts or nails that might cause
problems later on the road somewhere.
A quick check of the brake lines ( metal
and rubber) is done while checking the
brakes.

The last thing to do is to look over your

list of spares to carry. The following are
recommended by Iain and myself.
• One litre of oil.
• A small bottle of brake fluid.
• One rotor arm and condenser.
• A coil and distributer cap with one
or two leads.
• At least two spark plugs.
• Radiator hoses.
• Fan belt.
• Booster cables.
• First aid box.

• Simple tool kit.
• Warning sign like the red triangle.
These spares do not all need to be
new. “Known to work” used ones are
satisfactory in most cases.
By taking these preventative steps prior
to your trip, you will likely ensure a
trouble free excursion where driving is
the goal, rather than being stranded at
the side of the road.
Tom Hodgson

Sharing Our Adventures: The 1995 Mille Miglia Remembered... continued from page 4
Another Ferrari that we saw was
the 166/212 UOVO “The Egg”, a
particularly ugly car that was designed
by Reggiani and driven by Giannino
Marzotto in the 1951 Mille Miglia.
Thirty-nine Ferraris were entered in
the 1995 event, representing just about
every step in Ferrari’s racing history
up to 1957, the year of the last Mille
Miglia race. Today’s Mille Miglia is
not the road race through the towns
and roadways of Italy, as it was in the
early years. Instead of making the run
from Brescia down the Adriatic Coast
to Rome and north again to Brescia in
about 10 hours, the present event over
the same course takes 3 days.

It was 40 years prior that Stirling
Moss won the 1955 Mille Miglia in a
Mercedes Benz 300 SLR. To celebrate
this anniversary, Moss was back in
Brescia with that same 300 SLR still
wearing its same number, 722. This car
has a 3 liter 8 cylinder engine producing
well over 290 BHP and was geared to
170 MPH at 7500 RPM. In that 1955

“I’m lost - let’s check the map. Here, spread it
out on the hood of this Ferrari 166/212 UOVO
that was driven by Giannino Marzotto in the
1951 Mille Miglia.”
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race, Jenkinson, who was Moss’
Navigator, had the route details
transcribed onto a 15-foot long sheet of
paper wound through a roller system.
This according to Moss gave him the
assurance to take blind brows flat out
and the confidence to approach tight
bends at 160 MPH, knowing what
was around the corner. This was Moss’
insurance policy, which enabled him
to complete the race in 10 hours,
7 minutes and 48 seconds, for an
astounding average speed of 97.96 mph
(156.3km/hr).

The first 1995 competitor, a 1927 OM
Superba from Argentina, roared down
the starting ramp at 8:15 p.m. The
other 339 cars followed at 30 second
intervals, on the first leg of their journey
to Ferrara.
It was pouring rain by this time, but I
was not in any way interested in looking
for refuge in a cappuccino bar. Our
media passes had allowed us a perfect
vantage point right on the roadway and
my reasoning was that if these people
were going to drive these beautiful
old open race cars into a potential
monsoon, then I at least owed them the
courtesy of standing there to cheer them
on.

Thinking of organizing an event? Contact
Jane Tully, our Events Coordinator.

UPCOMING EVENTS
(until end of July)
GENERAL MEETING:
April 2nd, 2014 at the Legion
Speaker: Kathleen Brown, Seniors’ Licenses
GENERAL MEETING:
May 7th, 2014 at the Legion
Speakers: Ralph and Sam Philps, will be
talking about their exciting trip last year
May Blossom Run
Saturday May 24, 2014
Hosts: Peter Pontsa and A. van Breemen
GENERAL MEETING:
Wednesday, June 4th, 2014 - BBQ
Meeting at Residence of Mary and JeanLouis Valade
Orangeville Blues & Jazz Festival
Friday June 6th, 2014
Orangeville Legion Show & Shine
Saturday, June 7th, 2014
Run in the morning and Show 11:30 am
Admission $5.00, prizes with BBQ avail.
Special BBQ Meeting “THE
Wednesday July 2nd, 2014
PANCAKE RUN” at Residence of
S. & E. Taccone

By about 11:00 o’clock the rain had
pretty well stopped. As the last car
disappeared into the darkness of
Annual Hockley Hill Climb
night, four slightly damp international
correspondents, with grins permanently Thursday July 3rd, 2014
engraved on their faces followed down
ENGLISH SUMMER TEA,
the crowded cobblestone street. Now, it
July 26th, 2014
was time for a cappuccino.		
Hosts: Ralph & Kimberly Evans
		
Ron Pincoe
visit our website at www.headwatersbritishcarclub.org

